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Influence of nickel substrate grain structure on YBa 2Cu3O7Àx supercurrent
connectivity in deformation-textured coated conductors
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Coupled magneto-optical imaging and local misorientation angle mapping have been used to
demonstrate the percolative nature of supercurrent flow in YBa2Cu3O72x~YBCO! coated conductors
grown on deformation-textured Ni substrates. Barriers to current flow occur at many YBCO grain
boundaries~GBs! which have propagated through the buffer layers from the underlying Ni substrate,
and all Ni GBs with misorientation angles.4° initiate percolative current flow. This type of current
barrier is characteristic of the conductor form and has been found to exist in samples with
Jc(0 T,77 K) values.2 MA/cm2. Sharpening of the local substrate texture or improving in
low-angle GB properties should lead to higherJc values. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.
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High critical current density (Jc) conductors capable o
operating in fields of several tesla at liquid-nitrogen tempe
ture are critical to large-scale applications of hig
temperature superconductors. Coated conductors~CCs! with
biaxially textured YBa2Cu3Ox~YBCO! respond to this
need.1–3 One widely employed approach today uses def
mation texturing of a metal substrate, generally pure Ni,
which buffer layers and YBCO are grown.1,2 Such architec-
tures permitJc(0 T,77 K) values1,2 .1 MA/cm2, but many
samples have lower values. Here we couple magneto-op
imaging and local misorientation angle mapping to show t
many such barriers to current flow occur at YBCO gra
boundaries~GBs! which have propagated through the buff
layers from the Ni GBs in the underlying substrate. All N
GBs with misorientation angles.4° were found to initiate
percolative current flow. Since typical deformation-textur
substrates have many GBs misoriented in the range of
10°, this study shows that it will be very valuable for C
technology to further enhance substrate texture and/or to
prove low-angle GB properties.

Magneto-optical~MO! imaging, light microscopy, and
backscattered electron Kikuchi pattern~BEKP! analysis of
the local texture were conducted on a series of four
samples grown on deformation-textured Ni substratres w
in-plane and out-of-plane full width at half maxima of 6.6°
7.4° and 5.8°–8.7°, respectively, as measured by x-ray p
figures. The buffer and YBCO layers were deposited
pulsed-laser deposition ~PLD! with architecture
YBCO/CeO2/yttria-stabilized zirconia~YSZ!/CeO2/Ni and
thickness of 300–1200/100/500/100 nm for the respec
oxide layers. The thickness of the YBCO layer varied fro
sample to sample without obvious differences in the prop
ties measured by MO imaging and ac susceptibility. A 0
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mm-thick YBCO sample had a high transportJc(0 T,77 K)
of 1.2 MA/cm2. The remaining samples were taken direc
to other characterizations.

A representative MO image of the granular flu
penetration network obtained using standard imag
procedures4,5 is shown in Fig. 1. This network is common t
CCs with varying constructions from multiple source
Among the variations are deformation-textured substra
from two different sources and buffer layer combination
which include CeO2, YSZ, Y2O3,

6 and Eu2O3,
7 deposited by

e-beam, sputtering, PLD, and sol–gel7 techniques. YBCO
deposition methods included PLD, BaF2,

1 and trifluoroac-
etate~TFA!.2 Every one of more than two dozen CCs of th
above-mentioned different combinations withJc(0 T,77 K)
values from 0.1 to 2.4 MA/cm2 was found to exhibit quali-
tatively similar electromagnetic granularity.8 The pattern and
average separation~;100mm! of the bright lines in the MO
image, which map flux penetration, are characteristic of
grain structure of the underlying Ni substrate. An example
this granular flux network is shown at higher magnificati
in Fig. 2~a!. Light microscopy of the surface of the YBCO
@Fig. 2~b!# shows a grain structure which correlates well
the MO image. Some, but not all, of the GBs of Fig. 2~b! can
be immediately matched up to the flux-penetration netw
of Fig. 2~a!. To verify the suspected source of this granula
ity, the sample was chemically etched to expose the un
lying Ni substrate. A light micrograph of the Ni surface
presented in Fig. 2~c!. Figure 2~d! overlays the MO and Ni
images, making it clear that flux penetration in the YBC
does occur preferentially above Ni GBs, but that not all
GBs provoke flux entry. The montage of Fig. 2 shows co
clusively that important features of the underlying Ni gra
structure directly replicate themselves in the subseque
deposited YBCO layer.

Earlier studies of flux penetration in YBCO bicrystals4,9

have shown that GBs become visible in MO images wh
the intergranular current densityJcb is smaller than thein-
tragranular current densityJcg . In thin-film @001# tilt bicrys-

,
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tals we have found general agreement between the MO
aging and the transportJcb and Jcg results,4,10 which also
show good general agreement with other well-known tra
port studies.11,12 Since the magnitude of flux penetration at
GB increases asJcb /Jcg decreases,4 qualitative comparisons
of the current-carrying capability of the GBs are possib
Accordingly, we estimated the relative magnitude of fl
penetration by measuring the MO image intensity at m
than 60 of the GBs in Fig. 2, comparing this intensity to t
misorientation angle~u! measured using BEKP analysis. Fi
ure 3 shows a marked threshold at 4°: flux does not pene

FIG. 1. ~Color! MO image taken across the whole width of a 4310 mm
coated conductor after cooling in zero field to 15 K and then applying a fi
of 60 mT. Bright areas indicate magnetic flux penetration, dark areas
shielding. Magnetic flux enters the sample from the edges and propa
preferentially along weaker-linked regions such as grain boundaries.
two straight-line defects at the left derive from scratches present on
substrate before film growth. YBCO thickness is 0.6mm.

FIG. 2. ~Color! MO and light microscopy images of the same locatio
demonstrating the influence of grain boundaries in the Ni substrate on
flux-penetration pattern and on the visible YBCO GB structure.~a! MO
image of a 1.2-mm-thick YBCO sample. The sample was cooled in 60 m
from aboveTc to 50 K, and then the field was removed. Darker~green! areas
are electromagnetically well-connected regions, while the lighter~orange!
flux network indicates where the local current density is reduced~b! Light
micrograph of the surface of the YBCO, showing a visible GB struct
similar to the MO image.~c! Light micrograph of the underlying Ni sub
strate after the buffer layers were etched away. Etching was done with
mixture of NH4F(40%) and HF~48%!. ~d! Overlay of ~a! and ~c! showing
that flux penetration occurs almost exclusively along Ni grain bounda
and also that not all Ni grain boundaries admit flux.
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above Ni GBs withu,4°, while boundaries withu.4° do
exhibit MO contrast. It can also be seen that the magnitu
of flux penetration foru.4° varies considerably and no
very systematically withu, suggesting that other variable
start to control the GB properties at largeru.

The direct correlation betweenu and flux penetration is
given in Fig. 4. Figure 4~a! is a percolation map, in which a
grain is defined as a set of points for which each point ha
neighbor that has the same crystallographic orientation
this case to within 1°. Each grain on the map is shade
different color. Similarly, Fig. 4~b! is a percolation map for
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FIG. 3. Intensity of flux penetration vs GB misorientation angle as det
mined by BEKP analysis from more than 60 grain boundaries in Fig. 2. T
flux intensity was determined by averaging the pixel intensity along
boundary. The pixel intensity scales directly with the magnetic field.

FIG. 4. ~Color! MO image and corresponding BEKP maps. The data w
taken on a 3mm grid over a roughly 5003500mm area.~a! BEKP data
presented in the form of a percolation map in which all points are colo
the same if there is a continuous connection having point-to-point mis
entations of<1°. ~b! BEKP percolation map of the same region as~a!, but
for a point-to-point misorientation criterion of 4°.~c! MO image of the same
region of the sample.~d!–~f! Grain-boundary maps of the location of a
boundaries for whichu is >1°, 4°, and 7°, respectively. The 4° boundar
map in ~e! most strongly resembles the MO image.
P license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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which the crystal orientation criterion is 4°. This 4° perco
tion map might suggest that the sample is single-crystal-
with respect to current flow, a conclusion that is at varian
with the MO image. Figure 4~e! is a grain-boundary map,
which shows the location of all grain boundaries for whichu
is .4°. A comparison of theu.4° GB map@Fig. 4~e!#, the
u54° percolation map@Fig. 4~b!#, and the MO image@Fig.
4~c!# shows that many current barriers introduced by Ni G
with u.4° are absent from the percolation map. In fa
there is an almost one-to-one correlation between the lo
tion of boundaries withu.4° and the flux penetration ne
work. In other words,percolation mapsshow when there is a
continuous path through the microstructure for a given gr
misorientation criterion, whilegrain-boundary mapsmore
accurately show the cross section available to current
givenu. Figures 4~d!–4~f! show the evolution of the GB ma
with increasing minimumu value. Theu.7° map in Fig.
4~f! shows many fewer GBs than theu.4° map, and the
u.10° map~not shown! is almost featureless.

The montage of Fig. 4 focuses attention on the fact
that control the misorientation angle at which low-angle G
become barriers to current. Several studies suggest tha
is in the vicinity of 7° for @001# tilt YBCO bicrystals,9–11,13

though some studies11,14 have also seen strongly depress
properties in some samples at or below 5°. The mar
threshold seen here atu54° is qualitatively consistent with
these bicrystal data, but it is of concern that the thresh
angle is somewhat smaller. Whether this is because the
sorientations of coated conductors are not pure@001# tilt,
whether because the YBCO boundaries are more groove
whether because theirintragranular current densities ar
higher~perhaps due to a greater defect density13,15! is not yet
clear. All such factors can determine the threshold angle
well as being likely causes of the scatter above 4° see
Fig. 3. The presence of a sharp threshold and a compar
of the GB maps of Figs. 4~d!–4~f! immediately suggest two
important goals for process improvement. One is to impro
the local texture of the substrate, while a second is to en
neer the threshold angle to greater values, an approach
gested possible by the results of Heiniget al.10 and by recent
studies of Ca doping of YBa2Cu3Ox thin films.16,17

An important goal of the much present scale-up is
achieveJc.2 MA/cm2 in 1–2 mm-thick films.18,19 A recent
analysis of flux flow in bicrystals suggests that theJc of
coated conductors will always be dominated by weak, m
tiply connected channels such as the flux-penetration
work imaged here.20 Also, the nonlinear voltage–curren
characteristics of superconductors21 produce strongly en-
hanced local dissipation near barriers to current flow. Th
the coupling of magneto-optical and local orientation ima
ing to directly reveal the percolative nature of supercurr
flow in CC samples provides a vital insight for the techn
ogy, as it matures towards longer lengths, nonmagnetic
strates, thicker YBCO layers, and more automated proces
The percolative current flow occurs in samples w
Jc(0 T,77 K) values exceeding 1 MA/cm2 is a direct proof of
the significant untapped potential of the coated conduc
Downloaded 04 Jan 2007 to 128.104.30.229. Redistribution subject to AI
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Characterizations such as the present can reveal how to
ize this potential.
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